TRIP REPORT FOR LITTLEHORN PASS – JULY 29, 2017

With an early start to the day, 5 industrious hikers set out for Littlehorn Pass leaving the trailhead west
of Nordegg at 8:30 am. After an unexciting hour on a well worn ATV trail through the bush, we were
entertained by numerous creek crossings which were managed with boots on! We will follow this creek
all the way up to the pass crossing it again a number of times as we neared the top. The trail to this
point was well cleared and marked since the big storm a few years ago although evidence of creek
flooding damage was still obvious.
As we neared the pass, we were surprised to see a big white mountain goat bounding alongside the
mountain showing us just how easy it is to clamber up the side of the mountain. We, on the other hand,
were going much slower over a boulder field on the other side of the drainage gully. We also had the
company of numerous big horn mountain sheep. We had long leisurely lunch at the top of the pass and
looked longingly at the notch just across the sugar bowl valley but time and distance has left that
challenge for another day. And the ATV trail coming in from the Bighorn Meadows and Crescent Falls
leaves one thinking of a backpack arriving from that direction. While there we were excited to see a
large herd of another 40 sheep come over the notch to join those already grazing in the sugar bowl.
They seemed unafraid of our company and joined us for part of the way in our descent. This 9 hr hike
left us wondering if the guide book distance was a bit short at 19 km as we made good time both coming
and going. It was a bit hot in the sun but did manage some shade through the trees. Our feet were very
happy to see the end of the trail but all in all we had a great day.

